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Abstract
Visualization of digital geographic data is often accomplished through custom
symbology that is saved in a proprietary format called a layer file (.lyr). The sharing of free
geographical information system (GIS) data can be limited as the symbology data is bound in
the .lyr file format. This makes it harder and more tedious to work with open software tools
since it is not possible to convert or open the .lyr file in free and open GIS software and thus
limits the distribution of free GIS data. The aim of this thesis is to increase the interoperability
of .lyr data between proprietary and free and open GIS software. This was done by reverse
engineering the .lyr file format to document the file structure and to distribute the knowledge
and metadata gained from this project to the open source community. Reverse engineering the
.lyr format provided a well needed metadata and documentation about the format which
increases the interoperability and enable future work to continue to lessen the gap between open
source and commercial software. This groundwork can therefore, enable a continued
development of data interoperability between proprietary and free and open GIS software.
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1 Introduction
Geographic information systems (GIS) can narrowly be defined as: “[…] an
integrated collection of software and data that is used to visualize and organize place‐based
data for the purposes of performing geographic analyses and creating maps” (Wade and
Sommer, 2006, p. 90).

During recent years, the GIS field has increased in popularity when looking at the
number of articles published (Feller et al., 2007; GEOSTAT, 2016). The commercial GIS
market has developed and now consists of a handful of different companies (Donelly, 2010).
One such commercial GIS company is ESRI. ESRI is the creator of the equally popular
proprietary ArcGIS software and is the largest commercial company in the GIS community and
industry (ESRI, 2012). They provide a range of software, support, training and consulting to
companies, schools/universities and governments (Donelly, 2010). According to ESRI, the
company’s software is used by more than 350,000 organizations worldwide (ESRI, 2012). As
GIS applications have increased in popularity so has the advancement of the open source GIS
community. This growing open source GIS community has developed and experienced a large
boost over the last two decades (Steiniger & Bocher, 2009). When it comes to the GIS
community, the development of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) have increased as can
be seen in the multiple free GIS-tools in existence (e.g., QGIS, GRASS-GIS, and SAGA GIS).
As the community has grown, there have been discussions about bringing the FOSS GIS to
public libraries as an attempt to encourage more people into using FOSS GIS (Leitner et al.,
2002). Though questions have been raised whether FOSS has reached a stage of maturity where
FOSS and GIS can support the needs of introductory GIS users and what advantages that could
have for the FOSS and the general public (Donelly, 2010). The FOSS community is seen as
“the foundation of a learning society where we share our knowledge in a way that others can
build upon” (FSF, 2016). As a part of this, many FOSS projects share their gathered knowledge
and involve people to take part of projects, such as OpenStreetMap or MissingMaps, where the
community has possibilities to grow even further (Deek & McHugh, 2008). Under the FOSS
model, software, data and source code is shared freely among its users. This allows the
community to form around creators to build a collaborative social structure to contribute in
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improvements and interoperability between platforms and software (Deek & McHugh, 2008).
It is thanks to these collaborations that the FOSS community can grow rather quickly. There
has been previous work done to map the impact of various GIS software’s created by the free
and open source communities by both academic and private users (Steiniger & Bocher, 2009;
Donnelly, 2010). Steiniger & Bocher (2009) and Donelly (2010) have all talked about the
importance of FOSS, its community and its development in promoting data interoperability.
Another researcher in the FOSS/open source field is Sherman (2008) and in his book, he covers
the many options in open source software and provides information about different open source
software as well as how to use them. Feller et al. (2007) however, covers the open source GIS.
Feller et al. (2007), rather than covering the software, really covers everything one need to know
about the open source GIS theory and community, its goals and efforts as well as its struggles.
This paper from Feller et al. (2007) also covers a lot about the law and legal aspects and why
hackers do what they do for open source and what different projects is about putting emphasis
on why open source is the future in GIS. The approach of FOSS stands in contrast to the
methods traditionally used by proprietary companies where products are created by paid people
and then sold for profit. In other words, the core of the product is safely hidden and protected
by copyright law.

Today, open source or free data is distributed by several actors thanks to
government projects (Geological Survey of Sweden, 2016). Different governmental institutions
have started initiatives to spread open source material to the public. Examples of such initiatives
are EU’s INSPIRE program, GeoForAll, GEOSS or GEOSTAT (INSPIRE, 2016; GeoForAll,
2016; GEOSS, 2016; GEOSTAT, 2016). The growing interest in the open source GIS
communities (such as OSGeo at www.osgeo.org) and the use of open source GIS software have
recently gained popularity in research publications (Ramsey, 2007; Steiniger & Bocher, 2009).
The geospatial data that is often distributed by different government agencies, such as Swedish
Geological Survey (SGU) and Statistics Sweden (SCB), and often contain vast amounts of
information (e.g. roads, electrical grids, etc.). This data is often coded with a specific symbology
to aid in visualizing the feature, for example a lightning bolt for representing an electrical grid.
This symbology information is stored in its own file format, known as a layer file with the prefix
.lyr. This file is generated from ESRI’s proprietary ArcGIS software, which means that the file
format is locked with a cypher key. Furthermore, there is little to no published information
regarding the data structure of the .lyr file layer which means that this file format is only
accessible through ESRI’s own software or with a commercial plug-in (e.g. GeoCat Bridge). In
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other words, the symbology cannot be easily read without the proprietary software. This poses
a challenge for users without ArcGIS licenses that do not have access to expensive software
needed to read these locked symbology files and thus restricts the interoperability of these data
between FOSS and commercial software. Without the software they would need to manually
recreate the symbology for all the geographic information provided by government geodata
repositories. This could be hundreds of symbols for a single data file and remaking all the
symbology would be a very time consuming process. It is clear that unlocking the proprietary
.lyr file, through non-commercial means, would greatly benefit the FOSS community and aid
the advancement of FOSS GIS.

However, unlocking and deciphering the .lyr file without the cypher poses great
challenges. Without the cypher, only a limited number of options are available for reading the
locked symbology information. One alternative, is to create a semi-standalone software that
converts the .lyr file format to an open format. This software then acts as a plug-in using a
program that can handle the .lyr file (all ESRI software) and then integrate a method for the
program to convert into a format it previously couldn’t. This has previously been done and is
described in a German master thesis (Weiser, 2005). Unfortunately that thesis is outdated and
the semi-standalone software does not work anymore because it was built around the ESRI
software ArcMap 9.0, which has now been updated and reconstructed to version 10.5. The
updated changes has made it nearly impossible to interact with ArcMap’s Application
Programming Interface (API) with an external program. This opens up a demand for a new
software to be built that is compatible with the new ArcMap software as well as uncovering the
.lyr file.
Another option for deciphering the .lyr without the cypher is called reverse
engineering and is the process of recreating locked software without the original computer code.
This is a common way of creating interoperability between different software and when
successfully executed, can allow a single software package to open, read and write many
different types of file formats (Eilam, 2005). In the case of the .lyr file, reverse engineering the
file would provide the first steps in developing a fully functional software for converting the
non-open software .lyr symbology-format to an open symbology-format (e.g. .SLD or .QLR
file format). There is currently a lack of software for translating symbology between closed and
open sourced GIS and the need for interoperability is growing as open source maps and data
are gaining ground in the GIS-market (Steiniger & Bocher, 2009). In addition, there currently
is no published information on what the .lyr file contains or how it is used. This creates
3

challenges to meet government initiatives that aim to increase the distribution and use of
open/free data to the public domain. It is confusing that these initiatives aim to increase the
availability of free geographical data while only providing the symbology of the data in a format
that can only be read by non-open source programs. Therefore the aim of this study is to
improve data interoperability of the .lyr file format between closed and open sourced GIS with
the goal of helping to facilitate government initiatives for increasing the distribution and use of
open/free data within the public domain. To achieve this aim, the main questions this thesis
aims to answer are:

1. Is it possible for a non-commercial software to read the .lyr file?
2. Will this work enable the potential continued development of a .lyr file
converter?

All the work from this thesis will be released to the FOSS community and will
not be used for commercial purposes. As a design choice it is important to talk about legal
restrictions when it comes to reverse engineering. Those restrictions almost always revolve
around hindering competition or others to earn money on someone else’s hard work by using
their code. When using someone else’s code or work it become, re-engineering which is
something that is not done in this thesis. In this thesis, none of the self-generated computer code
will or was intended to be used commercially and is meant strictly for academic purposes. The
reverse engineering method is simply for interoperability but also for improving documentation
and metadata shortcomings and is thus solely a process of examination.

2 Background and Theory
2.1 Layer files and open source
The .lyr file is, as previously mentioned, a file that contains information about
geometry, symbology and styles used in GIS. This file can be sent to a user on another machine
without the symbology or style data it was created from (ESRI, 2016). This data is not
geographically displayed since it does not contain any source data and thus a shapefile (.shp)
has to be used and referenced with the .lyr file. A .lyr file stores the pathways to the .shp file’s
4

geographical data and does not actually contain the geometry data. While a .shp file contains
the vector data and attributes of the geographical information and contains no information about
symbology or style (ESRI, 1998). A .lyr file contains references to the .shp file and is able to
display the data from the .shp file as well as the symbology and style created by the distributer
(ESRI, 2016).
When it comes to what is known about the .lyr files content or how it actually
functions, the only sources available are from different online forums (e.g. Reddit and
gis.StackExchange), where the open source community has done a small amount of digging
into the .lyr data format. Although this is not the most reliable source of information, it is the
only known information about the .lyr file apart from the small amount of general information
shared by ESRI. Basically, the only information provided by ESRI regarding the .lyr file is that
it is “a file that stores the path to a source dataset and other layer properties, including
symbology” (ESRI, 2016). From the large GIS community on gis.StackExchange
(http://gis.StackExchange.com), where almost all discussion about .lyr exist, there are users
both looking at what the .lyr contains as well the possibility to convert the .lyr into an equivalent
FOSS format. The FOSS community mentions that a .lyr file is a binary file and that it is
possible to unzip the file to reveal more files, indicating that it might be a compressed file
format (gis.StackExchange, 2015; Reddit, 2015). Besides this, not much more is known about
the .lyr file format.
2.1.1 FOSS equivalent layer files
FOSS equivalent of ESRI’s .lyr file are most commonly in the file formats with
extensions .sld, .qml and .qlr. The .sld or Styled Layer Descriptor file is based on XML and
specified by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC, 2016). Like ESRI’s .lyr file, the .sld file
is capable of describing the rendering of both raster and vector data with the format primarily
used in Web Map Services or WMS (QGIS, 2012a). The .sld format is readable by ESRI’s
software as well as many FOSS GIS such as QGIS. The .qml or Qt Meta/Modelling Language
is a user interface mark-up language. These files can’t directly be opened in QGIS but instead,
require an add-on such as MultiQML (QGIS, 2012b). These files store information, similarly
to a .sld file, regarding symbology but is used primarily for vector data in maps from
OpenStreetMap. The .qlr files or QGIS layer reference files, are based on XML just like the .sld
files and is specified by the QGIS community as a FOSS equivalent to ESRI’s .lyr file. Similar
to the .lyr file, there is not much background information about the .qlr file format from the
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QGIS community, but since it is written in XML, it is possible to open the .qlr files in a text
editor to get an understanding of how the file format works. All these formats have their own
advantages, such as the .sld file format is the preferred option for pure interoperability, since it
is possible to use the format in both ESRI software as well as in FOSS. However, based on the
previously stated benefits of the .qlr as a FOSS specific format, it is potentially the best option
for conversion as it is closest to a .lyr equivalent format in FOSS.
2.1.2 FOSS and ESRI style formats
Important for the .lyr files from both ESRI and FOSS are the style layers (.style),
which are a set of premade styles for certain vector or raster data. The .style format is based on
MS Access database (ESRI, 2010). The difference between the .style format and .lyr format is
that the .style format only contains a symbology style but no feature geometry. Just like the
shapefile stores the feature geometry in a .lyr file, the .style file stores the symbology/style to
the feature geometry in the .lyr file. ESRI provides premade .style files and these can be found
in the ArcMap installation folder (“…\ArcGIS\Desktop10.4\Styles”). This folder contains all
the information necessary for ArcGIS to visualize what the user needs and has, for example,
different .style files for soil types and buildings/constructions. It is also possible to make your
own custom .style files. ESRI’s styling formats are useful, however, there is no real equivalent
for the FOSS GIS community. The closest file format that can store styles used in QGIS is the
file format .qml. Also available are simple .XML files containing a set of predefined styles for
vectors and raster in FOSS found when looking in the programs directories or QGIS style
library (QGIS, 2014).

2.2 Reverse engineering
The term reverse engineering was first introduced to describe the process of
disassembling hardware to better understand its purpose (Willems & Freiling, 2012; Chikofsky
& Cross, 1990). Reverse engineering principles can also be applied to software and is referred
to as reverse code engineering (RCE). RCE can be described as the process of analyzing a
program or files structure, function and information flow in order to understand the files content
when the source code is not available. RCE is often used on proprietary and binary software or
files (Willems & Freiling, 2012). RCE can often be seen as related to program analysis which
uses statistics to make approximations about the behavior of a program (Nielson et al., 1999).
The main fields of program analysis is control flow analysis, data flow analysis and type
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recovery. When observing control flow analysis, code that leads to or are reached from different
parts of code is examined. The data flow analysis is more focused on the dependence and
relationship between different data structures inside the code. The Central Processing Unit
(CPU) operates at machine level and can only handle integers and float values which often leads
to complex data structures which needs to be mapped onto atomic data types during compilation
(Nielson et al., 1999). Type recovery or the recovery of data structures is vital for understanding
the analyzed program and is therefore used in data type recovery. This means that data type for
memory access has to be identified. Based on these analysis, a successful RCE can be
performed and is thus important to keep in mind during information gathering in a program
analysis.

In general, the main steps in the RCE approach are analysis through observation,
disassembly and decompilation. Observation is the process of observing data flow and structure,
For example when using observation, bus analyzers and packet sniffers can be used to access a
computer bus or network where data that are being transported can be captured and decoded.
This type of analysis is mostly used for embedded systems as it might be assisted by tools
introduced by a manufacture for the software that are being analyzed (Eilam, 2005). When it
comes to disassembly, it is the process of taking something apart to see how it is built up and it
is similar to how one might disassemble a pocket watch to find out how all the gears work
internally for it to function. When working with a disassembler, with regards to software, this
means handling unreadable raw machine language and translating it to assembly code that is
easier to read. This way, it is possible to see how the contents of the file work. The raw machine
language is what is understood and read based on the architecture used by the assembler and
the CPU. This task can be time-consuming due to the machine language being more advanced
and complicated than regular high-level languages used by most humans, where the high-level
language translates to machine language in the assembler (Eilam, 2005). The process of
decompiling is to recreate the source code in some high-level language for a program only
available in machine language or byte code (Eilam, 2005).
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3 Methodology
3.1 Reverse engineering method
The RCE method used in this thesis was based on offline analysis (Eilam, 2005).
This is the process of taking a binary file (i.e. .lyr file) and using it in a disassembler to convert
the machine language (the language that the CPU reads) into a human-readable text form. In
this study, the term human-readable refers to code that anyone without previous knowledge of
computer languages can read and somewhat understand without the need of a proprietary tool
to look into or edit the content of the file (e.g. ACSII or XML code). This human-readable code
used in a disassembler is called an assembly code and is the lowest level in the software chain,
which makes it particularly suitable for RCE. The reversing part was achieved by manually
reading and analyzing parts of the output (i.e. assembly code) to document the metadata (e.g.
information flow, structure and general documentation about the file) and contents of the .lyr
file. This technique is generally quite tedious and time consuming, however it is a simple,
straight forward and effective method for RCE. This approach provided a good outline of the
.lyr file and made it easier to search for specific functions that were of interest. Such functions
of interest can be how the .lyr file links to other files and what kind of data that is linked.

In this study, four .lyr files were used in the RCE. The first file, referred to as Test
file 1 (5 kb) hereafter, was created in ArcMap as a control file since its symbology and file
pathways were known. Test file 1 consists of a simple polygon that was drawn in the color
green without any symbols and using relative pathways to the geographical data. The second
file, referred to as Test file 2 (5 kb) hereafter, contained the exact same information as Test file
1 but was saved using an absolute pathway to the geographical data. This enables a simple but
effective way of monitoring how pathways are coded in the two test files. The third file, referred
to as Test file 3 (11.5 kb) hereafter, was obtained from the installation folder for ArcMap. The
file

is

available

for

all

installations

of

ArcMap

in

the

location

“…\ArcGIS\Desktop10.4\ArcGlobeData\” and is named Continent.lyr. This file contains a
world map made up of polygons with a defined color scheme without any advanced symbols.
This file was used since it was easy to obtain for reconstruction. The last file, referred to as Test
file 4 (206 kb) hereafter, was a .lyr file from the Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU)
containing, among other things, soil layers over the city of Uppsala (downloaded from
maps.slu.se). This test file was primarily used for its many advanced symbols and styles, as the
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other three files lacked these. Test file 4 is only free to obtain by students or employees at
universities in Sweden and is non-distributable. These test files formed the basis of the input
data for the RCE. For this study, the RCE was accomplished in four steps (Figure 1) and the
following sections provide a brief overview of each step. Since each step revealed new
information regarding the .lyr files, this information was considered to be results and will be
explained in more detail in the forthcoming Results section.

3.2 Step 1: Gathering theoretical information on .lyr files
The first step in the RCE was to gather the information that was shared on online
forums (gis.StackExchange, 2015; Reddit, 2015). The knowledge gathered from the forums
was not from the most liable sources, as the people posting the comments often lacked
credibility, and therefore information gathered during this step was only used as a guiding tool
for the RCE. The information that was gathered from the forum was, (1) the file is of binary
format and; (2) the file format might be compressed.

3.3 Step 2: Opening and analyzing the .lyr files in IDA pro’s hex view.
Given the information from the first step, the test files were opened in a hex view
in the IDA pro software (IDA pro version 5.0, 2006) to test if the .lyr format is binary. As the
test files were opened in the hex view, it became clear that the .lyr files were in fact binary files
and would be appropriate for the RCE approach (i.e. offline code analysis) as the code was
mostly non-human-readable and lacking source code. Since most of the binary was non-humanreadable, the readable parts were documented. This step provided insight into the file structure
and possible meaning of the human-readable text that could be found. In addition, the hex view
revealed the .lyr file’s signature, visual in the beginning of the file. The file signature showed
what type of file type the RCE was being performed on, as well as its potential structure.
Knowing that the .lyr file was based on an already known file, it made it easier for the coming
steps in the RCE process (Figure 1).

3.4 Step 3: Disassembling the .lyr files in IDA pro’s IDA view.
Since the signature of the .lyr file was revealed, it made disassembling the file
format easier as the IDA pro software recognized the CPU architecture (x86) used in the .lyr
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file. In other words, the software was able to translate the .lyr file from the input machine
language/binary language to the assembly code (i.e. human-readable language). In the assembly
code, all the information was visible as a textual representation of the bits instead of cryptic
hexadecimal or binary numbers that were previously unreadable. Although the bits and bytes
were converted to a textual form rather than numeric, the contents of the files would still have
to be manually checked and documented. This provided the information needed on how to
proceed with the next step of file decompression. This step (step 3 in Figure 1) also provided a
clearer understanding of how the .lyr file is structured and how the linked files work inside the
file.

3.5 Step 4: Decompressing the .lyr files
With the gathered information and knowledge from the previous steps, it was
possible to access even more of the file structure with some computer code written in the .net
language. This was done by decompressing the .lyr file. The choice of coding in .net was done
based on previous knowledge of the coding language, a good IDE (Visual studio 2015 version
14, update 3, 2016) and the file signature. The coding was made possible since the file format
now was known and thanks to the disassembling that provided the assembly code. The assembly
code would be translated to .net for the decompression. Going through all the assembly code
and then translating it to .net took a long time as it was tedious work. However, the assembly
code that was provided from the disassembling process provided an explanation for what each
line in the .lyr file does and if anything important, such as a call, jump or move is made in the
code. A call could in this case be a call for another file that is being referenced in the .lyr file.
A jump could be code jumping over some parts of code to redirect information flow based on,
for example, an if-else-statement. An move in the assembly code could be a moving of a certain
amount of bits or bytes, for example, to add a value to a register. This information from previous
steps and the manual work of mapping the coding structure provided an understanding of the
file and made it possible to construct the code that decompressed the .lyr file. The final product
of the methods was the .net code (provided in the Appendix) that can be used to automate the
decompression process with some tweaks to the code (such as the file name). This code was
used together with all other information, to compile and create the metadata (the end node in
Figure 1). The code was applied to each test file and these were then compared to each other to
reveal the general structure and standard of the .lyr file.

10

Figure 1. Flowchart over the steps taken in the methodology to reach the results.
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4 Results
4.1 Reverse engineering results
The previous knowledge of the .lyr file stated that it was a binary file and that it
might be compressed (gis.StackExchange, 2015). As the .lyr files were opened in the
disassembler’s hex view, it was clear that the .lyr file format is a type of binary file, as
mentioned in the forums (gis.StackExchange, 2015). In the beginning of the file is the file
signature. The file signature indicates what type of file it is. The signature for the .lyr files
proved to be ‘docfile’, meaning that the file is based upon a .doc file format from Microsoft but
with a different filename extension (.lyr). The .doc file is an Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) format and is built upon the Component Object Model (COM), a technology developed
by Microsoft for storing hierarchical data within a single file (Microsoft, 2009). The OLE
format lacks a general standard and every file based on it can look very different in structure
and how the information flows. Regarding the structure of the files, the one thing that every
OLE file shares is that each OLE file can reference other files as well as contain embedded
files. The .lyr works in the same way. The .lyr file only contains information about, for example,
the symbology and coordinates but not the geographic data (e.g. shapefile). Instead, the
geographic data is linked rather than embedded in the .lyr file. In addition to providing a
hierarchical structure for data, the structured storage may also provide a limited form of
transactional support for data access. This structured storage is mostly used by Microsoft for its
own products and applications (Microsoft, 2009). But since it has been released to the public,
developers, such as ESRI, have also started to use the OLE format.

Generally, the OLE format is very complex and very few software can natively
read OLE data. A potential reason for the lack of software support is that there is, as previously
mentioned, no standard file structure for OLE. OLE can contain referenced or linked data and
also embedded data, therefore creating interoperability with OLE files can prove difficult.
However, since there is a lot of knowledge about the OLE format (there is a large community
behind it), it is in theory, possible to create a .lyr file from scratch. In order to do this, the
information regarding what geographical files the .lyr file calls, as well as the structure of the
storages and streams is required.

12

4.1.1 The disassemble and decompression by code – Inside the .lyr extension
Results from the disassembling (step 3 in Figure 1) showed that the files were
indeed compressed OLE files. Figure 2 shows a hex view of the compressed Test file 3, as
initially seen when the .lyr file was opened. The information inside the .lyr file is mostly
unreadable for a human (see the underlined text in Figure 2) with the exception of a few
recognizable words, such as featurecla, FID, shape and scalerank. Featurecla, FID and scalerank
are all column names from the database that was linked in the .lyr file and shape is a reference
to the geometric feature class.

Since the binary file is compressed, much of the data could not be read with a
simple hex viewer. The results from the disassembling step (i.e. the assembly code) showed
that each sector inside the .lyr file starts off with a signature byte followed by a few chunks. In
the test files, each of the chunks contained 4096 bytes of data that appear to be compressed.
Each of these chunks began with a 16-byte header, where the low order 12 bits had a value of
three bits less than the length of the chunk. The reason for this discrepancy in size is because
the two byte header plus the 4096 bytes in the chunk equals to 4098 bytes. Therefore, to
compensate for the extra size, three bits are removed to fit inside the 4096 bytes. This header
indicates the start (at offset zero) of the file and is always 512 bytes long. The file signature
located in the header of a .lyr file is in hexadecimal byte sequence: d0 cf 11 e0 a1 b1 1a e1,
where the first seven letters spell out docfile (d0cf11e) and is the extension .doc used by the
Microsoft Word software package. The higher order bit of the header is a flag indicating
whether or not the chunk has been compressed. If the data then is compressed, it consists of a
series of token sequences. Each token consists of a byte that is viewed as eight separate flag
bits, followed by eight tokens where each token is indicated by the corresponding flag bits. If
one of the flag bits is zero bits, the corresponding token is a single byte, a literal token that is
interpreted as it is. For example, if the flag is one bit then the token is a two byte code or a copy
token, which after being adjusted, gives the location and length of a sequence earlier in the
decompressed chunk. So if the flag is one bit, the chunk should be copied. A copy token is made
up of two parts, an offset code and a length code. The offset code is one less than the number
of bytes that are to the left of the position in the decompressed chunk, from where the copying
starts. Then the length code is three less than the number of bytes to copy. The number of bits
from the 16 in the copy token used for the offset (i.e. those remaining that are used for the
length) is calculated as being the smallest integer that is equal to or greater than the logarithm
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to base two of the length. This is valid as long as the subject to the decompressed chunk, never
is less than four or greater than 12. This step made it possible to analyze the file in a different
way than just using assembly code and is necessary for reading the file in the RCE process. If
this step is not done, the file will remain much harder to analyze as it still would be compressed.
The results of this decompression step is that the unreadable code can now be
read, as is shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3. For example, Figure 3 shows the database row
information and not just the column name. Also visible is the size of the database (i.e. 127) as
seen highlighted in red at the bottom of Figure 3. The process was automated with the code
shown in the Appendix and thus can, with some tweaks of the code, help anybody who would
want to perform a decompression on their .lyr files.

Figure 2. Showing the data stored in the layer stream inside the .lyr file. Some things are
possible to recognize such as feature class, FID and shape. The rest is unreadable for a
human. The red underlined text highlights the unreadable text.
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Figure 3. Results from decompression showing in the hex view. The red underlined text
highlights the text that has become readable.
Information from the disassembler and hex view also show that the .lyr file
structure starts with a Root storage that is the direct or indirect parent of all other storages or
streams. Inside all the streams, the file is divided into small blocks of data, called sectors
(Microsoft, 2009). Sectors are ordered by enumeration in the file and the enumeration used can
be seen in the source code in the Appendix. A zero based index of a sector is called a sector
identifier (SecID). A SecID refers to or identifies an existing sector. A SecID chain is the list
of all sectors that are used to store the data of one stream and such a SecID chain specifies the
order of the sectors of a stream. The SecID chain for each stream is built up from the sectors
that are linked together with a file allocation table. This data structure of the .lyr file is similar
to the File Allocation Table (FAT) file system which is a method of keeping track of the content
stored inside the file. The table used in the file system is a chart of numbers that correspond to
cluster addresses, such as the linked files used in the .lyr files. Since the .lyr works much like
the FAT file system, the test .lyr files were treated as a FAT file system.

Treating the .lyr file as a FAT file system when disassembling made it easier to
understand the information flow and data structure from the assembly code. This made it
possible to discover that the .lyr supports 128 bytes headers and upwards in powers of two since
it is a base two binary system. The header, with a minimum of 128 bytes, occupies the first
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number of bytes required to interpret the rest of the file. The lower limit of 128 bytes is the
minimum required to fit a single directory entry in a Directory Sector. A sector is the unit of
allocation, and for a .lyr file, seems to be between 512 bytes or 4096 bytes in length. Several
different types of sectors are supported in the .lyr file and therefore multiple sectors may be
present in a .lyr file. Figure 4 shows a high level view of the structure in the general COM file
composition. Since the .lyr file is based on this structure, the figure illustrates how the hierarchy
in a .lyr can look like. The sectors found in the test files appear to be FAT, directory and stream
sectors. Knowing what kind of sectors is used in the .lyr file helped with understanding the
general structure and layout of the .lyr which were used to decompress the file format. This
provided a greater understanding of the file structure and standard that the .lyr file system
follows. Since the file structure now is known, it allowed for exploration of different parts of
the .lyr file. This in turn, provided a better understanding on how files are linked inside the .lyr
file.

Because of Copyright Reasons, missing picure.

Figure 4. High level view of a compound files tree structure (Microsoft, 2009)
4.1.2 Linked files in the .lyr file
Step 1 to 3 in the methodology contributed to the information needed to create the
necessary code for a decompression of the .lyr files. As the data was decompressed (code
provided in the Appendix), it became more clear what the .lyr file calls for (data that is
referenced) and what kind of information that was embedded. The four test files were
decompressed with this code. In general, the decompression revealed that there are calls for the
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spatial information from the shapefile (.shp), the database file (.dbf) and the shape index format
file (.shx). These linked files are the mandatory files for opening a shapefile inside a GIS
software (ESRI, 1998). When used, the projection pointer can be found as well as the spatial
index files and the character encoding. These are all files used by GIS software to interpret the
information of the shapefile in addition to the mandatory data (.shp, .shx and .dbf). Besides this
information and hidden inside the compressed binary code, is the symbology. For example, the
ESRI default marker in Test file 1, which is the basic symbols used by ESRI software. The
ESRI default marker file can be found as a .style file located in the installation folder of ArcGIS.

Figure 5 shows the general structure of the .lyr file. The structure of the .lyr files
varied with the associated data content and whether a certain type of file was used, such as an
attribute index, spatial index or a projection. The contents of Test file 1 contained the name of
the corresponding shapefile, data class (i.e. raster or feature class), and pathways for the linked
files, database information, symbology or font layers (i.e. color ramp is used for the coloring of
the polygon), API’s and the projection information. The structure for Test file 2 looked the
same as for Test file 1 with the exception of the absolute pathways. Test file 3 shared the same
structure as the previous two test files whereas most of the differences between the test files
were found in Test file 4. Despite being much larger in size, the structure of the fourth file is
similar to the previous test files. The reason for the much larger file size is that Test file 4 has
a lot of linked .style files which results in increased symbology/style information. Test file 4’s
many symbology/style information sections have, unlike the other test files, addresses to where
the original .style file was stored. For example it is visible that the .style files have been sent to
the Swedish company Metria before they were published.

As previously mentioned, the difference between Test file 1 and Test file 2 was
how the file pathways were saved to the linked files (i.e. relative or absolute). After the
decompression a clear difference was found in the beginning of the Test file 1 (i.e. saved with
relative pathways). The file was simply missing a location for a pathway inside the sector where
it was supposed to be (i.e. right at the beginning of the second Root Entry). For Test file 2 (i.e.
saved with absolute pathways), a specified location showing the location of the linked files
could be seen in the .lyr file. In addition, two other addresses were found inside the .lyr files at
the same location as the absolute pathway location. These addresses were found in all the test
files and are for the mandatory files (i.e. .shp, .shx and .dbf) that are required for a functional
shapefile.
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In most of the .lyr files, there were mainly pointers to other files and some
embedded files were found in Test file 3 and 4 (results presented in the next section). If these
files are used, the embedded information comes last, along with all the information contained
inside the embedded file. As for the contents of the Test file 3, this was very similar to Test file
1 and 2 with the exception of different information regarding things like the database, the
shapefile and symbology since it was symbolized in a different color than Test file 1 and 2.
The custom symbology in Test file 4 (linked .style files) were provided and thus
not found in the ArcMap installation folder, as was the case for Test file 3. Test file 4 was
significantly larger (206 kb) than the other three test files. This made the file much harder to
comprehend since much more information from the assembly code had to be read manually.
There was a lot more API’s used in Test file 4, such as ServiceLayerID and FeatureLayerInfo.
The purpose of the API’s is unclear but might have something to do with when the .lyr file is
communicating and interacting with ESRI software. Another small mystery worth mentioning
is that Test file 4 was the only file that mentions a password. The reason for the password is
unknown because the file does not return or connect anything to this password.
The documentation and metadata of the structure of the .lyr file helps with the
interoperability in GIS, since it is not possible to convert a file without knowing its structure or
how the file handles data.

Figure 5. The general structure found inside the .lyr test files.
4.1.3 Embedded files in the .lyr file
The decompression also uncovered that there are embedded files that can easily
be extracted by unzipping the .lyr file (i.e. Test file 3 and Test file 4). These embedded files
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that were found was called LayerSmallImage and LayerLargeImage. When looking closer at
these files, it is clear that they also are in binary. Looking at the signature of both embedded
files showed that they were bm6 in ASCII or 0x42 0x4D in hexadecimal. This indicates that the
files are in the bitmap format (.bmp). That is a raster graphics image file format used to store
digital images. What is interesting about these embedded files is that their existence in a .lyr
file is not always consistent. For example, these embedded files can sometimes be found inside
the file together (as in Test file 3) or individually (only LayerLargeImage was found in Test file
4) or not at all (as in Test file 1 and Test file 2). Furthermore, the purpose of these embedded
files is not entirely clear as the embedded images do not seem connected to the actual .lyr. For
example, Figure 7 shows a LayerLargeImage from Test file 4, the .lyr file that contains the soil
layer map over Uppsala. In this test file, the .bmp seem to represent a .lyr symbol (Figure 7),
which seems logical, as it was embedded and found in a .lyr file. However, the .bmp images
seem to be varying between different images in different .lyr files, as is visual when comparing
Figure 7 and Figure 8. Figure 8 represent the LayerLargeImage from Test file 3 which looks
more like thiessen polygon, something that did not exist in the file.
In Test file 1 and Test file 2, where there was a single polygon with one color,
there were no embedded .bmp found. The only real difference between Test file 3 and Test file
4, is that Test file 3 contains multiple polygons but only one color, while Test file 4 contains
many symbols and styles. If one compare Test file 1 and Test file 2 to Test file 3 and Test file
4, the only difference is that Test file 3 and Test file 4 were obtained from an external source.
To try to find a connection of what these images meant, a search was made in the installation
folder of ArcMap. The only .bmp files found there were .bmp files for symbology and some
used as icons in the ArcMap UI. How the .lyr handles the embedded files is also important to
know for a successful conversion and increased interoperability. Though, as of now the
embedded files seem to have no function and the reason and use for these embedded files remain
unclear.
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Figure 7. Showing an embedded large image stored as a bitmap inside the soil .lyr test file.
Seem to resemble the symbol for ESRI’s layer definition file format. The file was found in Test
file 4.

Figure 8. The bitmap file found inside Test file 3, the continent map .lyr test file. Looks like
thiessen polygons.
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4.1.4 What’s inside the ESRI style format
As a part of the .lyr file is ESRI’s many different symbology styles. These are
saved as .style and can be found as a linked file inside the .lyr file with visual names for the
.style file used. As mentioned earlier, there is no FOSS equivalent file format and to increase
the knowledge of this format, the .style format was also briefly reverse engineered. When
digging deeper inside the .style format it was possible to see that ESRI used another of
Microsoft’s file formats, also stated by ESRI (2010). ESRI seems to have built much of their
software on Microsoft file formats, using their own standards, with a different file extension
name. In the case of the .style file format, this format is exactly the same as Microsoft’s own
.mdb data file but with a different file extension. This was confirmed by examining the file in
a hex viewer where the file’s signature is given as Standard Jet dB. The .mdb is a database file
based on Microsoft’s Access JET database engine that is also written in binary. The .style
format can easily be accessed and changed with Microsoft’s own Access software package by
simply changing the extension from .style to .mdb. The .mdb file can also be accessed and
viewed in ArcCatalog, which is an ESRI software package used to manage spatial data. In
ArcCatalog, the style file can be viewed similar to a geodatabase (.gdb) file. When a .style file
is opened in Microsoft Access, it is possible to see that the styles are saved as long binary data
or binary large object (BLOB), as seen in the highlighted column named Object in Figure 9.
This means that the styles are intended to be saved as either vector, raster, color ramps or
images.
These .style files are important for how the .lyr file handles styling and
symbology. Therefore, it is important to know how these .style file work and how they function
with .lyr files. As of now, the BLOB styles need to be converted to XML to be in a FOSS
equivalent format since FOSS, such as QGIS, does not handle .mdb files or BLOB information.
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Figure 9. A view from inside a .style file named Real Estate showing different color ramps from
that style file. The highlighted column containing long binary data suggests that they are stored
as .bmp, rasters or similar files.

5 Discussion
With a focus on data interoperability between ArcGIS and FOSS, the aim of this
thesis project was to reverse engineer the .lyr file to document the file format and distribute the
metadata and knowledge gained from this project to the open source community.
As the .lyr file was deciphered during the RCE process it became clear what kind
of file format the .lyr was based on as well as how the file functions. The deciphering provided
much needed metadata (e.g. information flow, structure and general documentation about the
file) for the .lyr file format. The metadata is important since with it, it is possible for developers
to meet the FOSS community’s needs for converting, reading and manipulating the .lyr format
in FOSS GIS. This metadata tells how the .lyr file is to be interpreted and potentially used. As
the file was being deciphered, two embedded files were discovered. These files were not fully
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documented since their purpose is still unknown. Therefore, the metadata, in this regard, cannot
be seen as complete. The metadata, and this thesis work, has provided the first steps towards a
potential for increasing data interoperability and possibly opens up the .lyr file for conversion
or use in FOSS GIS. An important finding in this metadata is how the .lyr file links to the files
used for symbology, style, geometry and attributes. Knowing how the .lyr file uses the
mandatory files (.shp, .gdb and .shx) for displaying shapefile data is important, and knowing
how the file accesses and stores the information about symbology and style is crucial. This is
crucial since the .lyr file’s most unique trait is how it stores this symbology and style
information. Knowing what files the .lyr file links to and what the embedded files are, enables
the possibility to compare and convert the .lyr into another format. This was made possible
through decompression of the test .lyr files as it revealed the final metadata information.
The decompression process also enabled the mapping of the .lyr file format
structure. As the file format was mapped, the structure was revealed (Figure 5). It also revealed
how the file works in a hierarchal tree structure as seen in Figure 4. This is important since the
OLE file format, which the .lyr file format is based on, works like a file inside another file. The
.lyr file is not entirely unlike the folder system seen in Windows (e.g. a tree structure) which is
important to keep in mind when working with the file, hence the file does not work like a regular
file, but mainly references to other files. However, the .lyr file only uses one subfolder (the
RootEntry) with all the linked files inside and sometimes there are embedded files stored
outside the subfolder. These embedded files shouldn’t prove that much of a challenge when
working with the file, as their use doesn’t seem important for the function of displaying
symbology and style. This will however be unknown until further research is done on the
embedded files. Using the provided metadata and knowing the file structure should provide the
possibility for further work with the .lyr file format.

However, a potential downside and limitation of the thesis is the RCE method of
offline code analysis. When it comes to offline analysis, a good understanding of how the file
works is needed, since it is not possible to directly see the data that the program or file deals
with and how the information flows. This means that guesses must be made regarding the type
of data the code deals with and how it flows based on the code. This approach is considered a
more advanced form of RCE that works better for files that are not worked through an
executable file, such as the .lyr file (Eilam, 2005). This limitation made the work tedious and
time consuming. Therefore, the work was limited as there was less time over for further
analysis. A different approach is live analysis, which is when a file is viewed and analyzed
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while the program is running. This makes it possible to view each function as it is performed
and thereby clearly see what these functions do. Live analysis might not have been suited to
meet the aims of this thesis as the .lyr file works independently without an executable file, but
might have been better for understanding the purpose of the embedded files as these could be
analyzed in action. It could also be applied in getting an explanation about the password request
that was found in Test file 4. The password might just be a name that is mentioned but might
also be a protection mechanism inside the file. Without using live analysis, this would be hard
to determine since no code was found that connected the password request.

Another challenge is that the RCE performed on the .lyr test files showed that the
file format is based on the Microsoft OLE format. As the OLE format’s documentation was
released to the public, this allowed many different software (such as OpenOffice and ESRI) to
open and manipulate OLE files. The largest problem with the OLE file format is that it lacks a
file standard. This means that the .lyr file has its own standard that is still based on the OLE
file. Therefore, it is not possible to open the .lyr file in other software that are capable of
handling other OLE files (such as PowerPoint files). Though, with more knowledge of the .lyr
file structure and its standard, it is possible to develop FOSS GIS to open and manipulate these
files. Even if FOSS GIS would be constructed to read OLE, the software would still have to be
able to read the styling information created by ESRI software. So as of now, there is a need for
the .lyr file to be converted before FOSS GIS is able to read and manipulate the .lyr file. Another
possibility is that the FOSS GIS community could develop a method to read the .lyr file,
including the .style files, based on the information that is provided in this thesis.

6 Conclusion
With geographical data freely being distributed by different institutions, data
containing geometric information is often distributed together with custom symbology that is
stored in a .lyr file and is only accessible and manipulatable through proprietary software (i.e.
ESRI). In this study, reverse engineering the .lyr file with the offline analysis method has proven
to be sufficient for providing the metadata of the .lyr file. This should provide enough
information to complete the first steps regarding increased interoperability in FOSS GIS. The
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lack of documentation was the largest shortcoming with the distributed data and the lack of
metadata made it impossible to create a converter for the .lyr file, but the information provided
in this thesis should be enough to accomplish a converter or similar. The decompression code,
which is released with this thesis, can be used to decompress a .lyr file. This code should be
useful in any attempts for a conversion of the file, as it is easy to see the structure and how the
information flow works within the .lyr file while using it.
In conclusion, this thesis has demonstrated that it is possible for a non-commercial
software to read the .lyr file and the information gathered from this thesis could enable a
potential continued development of a .lyr file converter.

7 Future Work
As the documentation of the .lyr file format is mostly complete, it opens up for
further development in interoperability between FOSS and proprietary software. A large
challenge and the next natural step in this direction is to take up where this thesis left off and
take advantage of the information presented and create a preferably stand-alone software or
plug-in for a FOSS. A plug-in for ArcMap is not preferred as it would still be tied to the
proprietary software, even if it would improve data interoperability with FOSS GIS. However
if working through ArcMap is the only option available, such a plug-in would still offer a choice
of working with a FOSS or with ESRI’s software as the .lyr could be converted inside ArcMap
to a FOSS GIS equivalent. Another option would be to create a software that can convert the
.lyr file to, for example, .qlr. This would likely be a tedious task that could require a lot of time
and effort as well as immense knowledge in software programming. However, since this thesis
provides the only source of information regarding ESRI’s layer definition file format, the first
steps in reverse engineering the .lyr file with the goal to convert the format is completed and
accessible for a future developer of an interoperability software.
There is probably some information that still needs yet to be uncovered which
may or may not help in developing data interoperability. For example, the purpose of the
embedded .bmp files. These files were not considered in this thesis and would potentially be a
separate thesis topic.
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The task of converting or interpreting the style formats generated by ArcGIS and
FOSS, such as QGIS, might become clearer and less troublesome as the QGIS team continues
to develop their software. The small QGIS symbology library might improve as the community
grows. Eventually the ESRI symbol library might be implemented into QGIS making the
interoperability easier. Even ArcGIS might see updates improving or changing its software and
they might even go to more xml-based file formats as so many others, such as Microsoft who
went from .doc to .docx. With some more healthy competition from FOSS, ESRI might take
the step for improved data interoperability themselves.
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9 Appendix
The code presented in this appendix uses a .lyr file as a input to decompress the
file. As of now, the file doesn’t write out to the file and results should be visable directly as the
code have been processed.
The general and most important happenings in the code is explained in the result
section above (4.1.1), as well as the importance of decompression and won’t be explained here.
As the .lyr file is somewhat based on the .doc file (as it share file signature) and as a OLE
format, much influence to the coding was taken from Microsoft’s own information about the
.doc file and OLE. There is also influences taken from different online forums that did help
solve different problems that have been encountered during the procces of coding. These
sources have been referenced and acknowledged in the comments found in the code. To
understand what the different parts of the code does, the comments also explains some of the
codes purpose and use. Though, all code is not explained, and the most self-explanatory code
is left as it is. Some knowledge of coding in vb.net or general coding is assumed and preferred
when reading the source code.

9.1 Source code
' Add .dll files found in Windows and Visual basic 2015
for functions and declerations used in the coding
Imports System.Text
'https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/system.text(v=vs.110).aspx
Imports System.Runtime.InteropServices 'https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/system.runtime.interopservices(v=vs.110).aspx
Imports Microsoft.VisualBasic
'https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/microsoft.visualbasic(v=vs.110).aspx
Imports System.IO
'https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/system.io(v=vs.110).aspx
Module Program
Public Class Decompresser
'=====================================Start of declerations and
structures=====================================
''''Much of the coding and functions are credited to Microsofts own support and reference catalog
available at: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/. More specified sources of influence is from
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Microsofts own published information about the .doc file available at: https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx and https://msdn.microsoft.com/enus/library/office/cc313153(v=office.12).aspx. Errors can occur with files containing embedded data.
The code needs to be optimized for embedded files. Can perhapse be done by first unzipping the
whole .lyr file and run the code on just the Root Entry section.
Enum Directory_EntryType
STGTY_Invalid
STGTY_Storage
STGTY_Stream
STGTY_Lockbytes
STGTY_Property
STGTY_Root
End Enum

' Enumeration

<StructLayout(LayoutKind.Sequential)>
'Specifies that the fields of the type should
be laid out in memory in the same order they are declared
<Serializable()> Public Structure StructuredStorageHeader
' Microsoft definition for
File Header
''''VBFixedArray are used to initialize arrays in a structure such as seen in this code. As
seen by example from http://stackoverflow.com/questions/11594860/how-to-initialize-an-array-in-astructure
'Lots of declerations and structure
<VBFixedArray(7)> Public abSig() As Byte

' 0xd0 0xcf 0x11 0xe0 0xa1 0xb1 0x1a

0xe1
<VBFixedArray(15)> Public clid() As Byte
Public uMinorVersion As Integer
Public uDllVersion As Integer
Public uByteOrder As Integer
' 0xFFFE (0xFE 0xFF = Intel 'little-endian')
Public uSectorShift As Integer
' Log(2) of Sector Size (9, = 512-byte sectors)
Public uMiniSectorShift As Integer ' Log(2) of Small Sector Size (6, = 64-byte)
Public usReserved As Integer
' Zero
Public ulReserved1 As Long
' Zero
Public ulReserved2 As Long
' Zero
Public csectFAT As Long
' Number of sectors used by the SAT
Public sectDirStart As Long
' First Sector of the Directory
Public ulDFsignature As Long
' Zero
Public ulMiniSectorCutoff As Long ' 4096
Public sectMiniFatStart As Long
' First Sector of the SSAT
Public csectMiniFat As Long
' Number of sectors used by the SSAT
Public sectDifStart As Long
' First MSAT continuation sector
Public csectDif As Long
' Number of MSAT continuation sectors
<VBFixedArray(108)> Public sectFat() As Long ' First 109 entries of the MSAT
Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Byte)
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ReDim abSig(0 To 7)
' Used ReDim rather than just Dim (possible):
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/w8k3cys2.aspx
ReDim clid(0 To 15)
ReDim sectFat(0 To 108)
End Sub
End Structure

'<StructLayout(LayoutKind.Sequential)>
Public Structure DirectoryEntry
' Microsoft definition for Directory Entry :
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa366100(v=vs.85).aspx
<MarshalAs(UnmanagedType.ByValTStr, SizeConst:=64), VBFixedString(64)> Dim ab As
String
' Entry Name
'Dim ab As String * 64
Dim cb As Integer
' Entry Name length (including a trailing null). Microsoft
says its characters, uses bytes
Dim mse As Byte
' Entry Type. Enum. Can't declare Byte as Enum in vb.net
Dim bflags As Byte
' 0 = Red, 1 = Black, see 4.1.1 in Result section
Dim sidLeftSib As Long
' Id of Left Sibling Directory Entry
Dim sidRightSib As Long
' Id of Right Sibling Directory Entry
Dim sidChild As Long
' Id of Root Child Directory Entry
Dim clsid() As Byte
Dim dwUserFlags As Long
Dim time() As Byte
Dim sectStart As Long
' First Sector (or Short Sector) of Stream
Dim ulSize As Long
' Length of Stream
Dim dptPropType As Long
' Zero
Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Byte)
ReDim clsid(0 To 15)
ReDim time(0 To 1)
'Not needed due to the other ReDim time(0 to 7)? Might
be optional
ReDim time(0 To 7)
End Sub
End Structure
<StructLayout(LayoutKind.Sequential)>
Public Structure NonSpecificSector
Dim SectorByte() As Byte
Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Byte)
ReDim SectorByte(0 To 511)
End Sub
End Structure
Public Structure SectorOfDWords
Dim DWord() As Long
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Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Long)
ReDim DWord(0 To 127)
End Sub
End Structure

<StructLayout(LayoutKind.Sequential)>
Public Structure ShortSector
Dim SSByte() As Byte
Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Byte)
ReDim SSByte(0 To 63)
End Sub
End Structure
Public Structure SectorOfShortSectors
Dim ShortSector() As ShortSector
Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As ShortSector)
ReDim ShortSector(0 To 7)
End Sub
End Structure
Public Structure StreamOfShortSectors
Dim ShortSector() As ShortSector
End Structure
Public Structure DirectorySector
Dim DirectoryEntry() As DirectoryEntry
Public Sub New(ByVal unusedParam As Byte)
ReDim DirectoryEntry(0 To 3)
End Sub
End Structure
Public Structure DirectoryEntryLocal
Dim EntryName As String
Dim EntryType As Directory_EntryType
Dim RedOrBlack As Byte
Dim LeftSibling As Long
Dim RightSibling As Long
Dim RootChild As Long
Dim FirstSector As Long
Dim StreamLength As Long
End Structure
Private FileNo As Long
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Private FileHeader As New StructuredStorageHeader
Private SAT() As Long
Private SSAT() As Long
Private Directory() As DirectoryEntryLocal
Private SSStream As StreamOfShortSectors
Dim Stream() As Byte
Dim DeCompressedData() As Byte
Dim Compndx As Long
'=====================================The end of declerations and some structures –
Input starts here=====================================
Sub SimpleTestDriver()
'Input sub (performs the input and then returns control to
the calling code) https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/831f9wka.aspx
Dim FilePath As String
Dim FileName As String
FilePath = "D:\Pathway\filefolder"
FileName = "Filename.lyr"
' There are various ways to read files of binary data, feel free to change if seen fit. This
example is using a method from: https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/aa711083(v=vs.71).aspx
and http://stackoverflow.com/questions/1450568/vb-how-do-i-read-and-write-a-binary-file
FileNo = FreeFile()

'returns next available integer/file number

'In fileopen, first is a number, exclusive to this file, second
is path to file and extension, last what type of file.
FileOpen(FileNo, FilePath & FileName, OpenMode.Binary)
' Positioning the file at the beginning for clarity, first the File Header is read
Seek(FileNo, 1)
FileGet(FileNo, FileHeader)
writes it

'Sets the current position of this stream to the given value.
'Reads data from an open disk file into a variable. FilePut
'Overflowexception is known to happen here, no worries

though. See code further down
' Gather the structural elements of the file to enable the
later code
ExtractSAT()
ExtractSSAT()
ExtractDirectory()
ExtractShortSectorStream()
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' Everything is now in place to extract the stream by
simply following the pointers in the code – Stream name seems to always be “Layer” – other files are
embedded?
Stream = ExtractStream("Layer")
Compndx = 1
DecompressContainer(Stream, Compndx, DeCompressedData)
'FileClose(FileNo)

'Closes the file that was opened. Optional

End Sub
'========================= START OF THE PROCESSING
=========================
Function ExtractStream(ByVal StreamName As String) As Byte() ' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors
'ExtractStream = Nothing
'Use if needed, optional
Dim UseShortStream As Boolean
Dim Stream() As Byte
Dim Sectorndx As Long
Dim Sector As New NonSpecificSector()
Dim SectorNo As Long
Dim SectorLen As Long
Dim ndx As Long
Dim ndx2 As Long
' Scans the directory for an entry for a requested stream,
then extracts the data for that stream
For ndx = LBound(Directory) To UBound(Directory)
' Can trow
overflowexception if decleration is wrong, if it happens see the top declerations
If Directory(ndx).EntryType = Directory_EntryType.STGTY_Stream Then
If Directory(ndx).EntryName = StreamName Then
Exit For
End If
End If
Next
If ndx > UBound(Directory) Then Exit Function
in which it appears
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'Immediately exits the Function procedure

UseShortStream = (Directory(ndx).StreamLength < 4096)
SectorLen = IIf(UseShortStream, Len(SSStream.ShortSector(0)), Len(Sector))
ReDim Stream(SectorLen - 1)
Sectorndx = 0
SectorNo = Directory(ndx).FirstSector
Do While SectorNo > 0
If UseShortStream Then
For ndx2 = 0 To SectorLen - 1
Stream(Sectorndx + ndx2) = SSStream.ShortSector(SectorNo).SSByte(ndx2)
Next
Else
Seek(FileNo, (SectorNo + 1) * SectorLen + 1)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
For ndx2 = 0 To SectorLen - 1
Stream(Sectorndx + ndx2) = Sector.SectorByte(ndx2)
Next
End If
Sectorndx += SectorLen
ReDim Preserve Stream(UBound(Stream) + SectorLen)
If UseShortStream Then
SectorNo = SSAT(SectorNo)
Else
SectorNo = SAT(SectorNo)
End If
Loop
ReDim Preserve Stream(Directory(ndx).StreamLength - 1)
ExtractStream = Stream
End Function
Sub ExtractSAT()
' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors and
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx
Dim MSAT() As Long
Dim MSATndx As Long
Dim SATndx As Long
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Dim Sector As New SectorOfDWords()
Dim SectorNo As Long
Dim SectorLen As Long
Dim SectorEntries As Long
Dim ndx As Long
ReDim MSAT(0 To FileHeader.csectDif * 127 + 108)
MSATndx = 0
For MSATndx = 0 To 108
MSAT(MSATndx) = FileHeader.sectFat(MSATndx) 'overflowexception because of null?
Next MSATndx
SectorNo = FileHeader.sectDifStart
Do While SectorNo >= 0
Seek(FileNo, (SectorNo + 1) * 512 + 1)
'Overflowexception (see above or below
about overflowexceptions)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
'Overflowexception (see above or below about
overflowexceptions)
For ndx = 0 To 126
MSAT(MSATndx + ndx) = Sector.DWord(ndx)
Next ndx
MSATndx += 127
SectorNo = Sector.DWord(127)
Loop
ReDim Preserve MSAT(FileHeader.csectFAT - 1) ' Right size
' Reads the sectors in the MSAT to build up the SAT.
Once the SAT has been built, the MSAT can be dropped
SectorLen = 512
SectorEntries = 128 ' could calculate
ReDim SAT(SectorEntries * (UBound(MSAT) - LBound(MSAT) + 1) - 1)
SATndx = 0
For MSATndx = LBound(MSAT) To UBound(MSAT)
Seek(FileNo, (MSAT(MSATndx) + 1) * SectorLen + 1)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
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For ndx = LBound(Sector.DWord) To UBound(Sector.DWord)
SAT(SATndx + ndx) = Sector.DWord(ndx)
Next
SATndx += SectorEntries
Next MSATndx
End Sub
Sub ExtractSSAT()
' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors and
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx
Dim SSATndx As Long
Dim Sector As New SectorOfDWords()
Dim SectorNo As Long
Dim SectorLen As Long
Dim SectorEntries As Long
Dim ndx As Long
' The first sector of the Short SAT is held in the Header.
The rest are then chained through the SAT, built in the previous steps. The end-of-chain is indicated
by a value of -2 (0xFFFFFFFE) in the SAT
SectorLen = 512
SectorEntries = 128 ' could calculate
ReDim SSAT(SectorEntries * FileHeader.csectMiniFat - 1)
SSATndx = 0
SectorNo = FileHeader.sectMiniFatStart
Do While SectorNo >= 0
Seek(FileNo, (SectorNo + 1) * SectorLen + 1)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
For ndx = LBound(Sector.DWord) To UBound(Sector.DWord)
SSAT(SSATndx + ndx) = Sector.DWord(ndx)
Next
SSATndx += SectorEntries
SectorNo = SAT(SectorNo)
Loop
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End Sub
Sub ExtractDirectory()
' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors and
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx
Dim Sector As New DirectorySector()
Dim SectorNo As Long
Dim SectorLen As Long
Dim SectorEntries As Long
Dim ndx As Long
Dim var As Object
'Should be of type "variant" (as in VBA/C#/C++-variant,
but variant does not exist in .net and "Object" might be the closest replacement)
SectorLen = 512
SectorEntries = 4 ' could calculate
Array.Clear(Directory, 0, Directory.Length)
SectorNo = FileHeader.sectDirStart
Do While SectorNo >= 0
Seek(FileNo, (SectorNo + 1) * SectorLen + 1)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
For ndx = LBound(Sector.DirectoryEntry) To UBound(Sector.DirectoryEntry)
With Sector.DirectoryEntry(ndx)
Select Case .mse : Case Directory_EntryType.STGTY_Root,
Directory_EntryType.STGTY_Storage, Directory_EntryType.STGTY_Stream
If Not Directory Is Directory Then
ReDim Directory(0 To 0)
Else
ReDim Preserve Directory(UBound(Directory) + 1)
End If
Directory(UBound(Directory)).EntryName = StrConv(Strings.Left(.ab.ToString(),
.cb - 2), 128)
Directory(UBound(Directory)).EntryType = .mse
Directory(UBound(Directory)).LeftSibling = .sidLeftSib
Directory(UBound(Directory)).RightSibling = .sidRightSib
Directory(UBound(Directory)).RedOrBlack = .bflags
Directory(UBound(Directory)).RootChild = .sidChild
Directory(UBound(Directory)).FirstSector = .sectStart
Directory(UBound(Directory)).StreamLength = .ulSize
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End Select
End With
Next
SectorNo = SAT(SectorNo)
Loop
End Sub
Sub ExtractShortSectorStream()
' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors and
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx
Dim SSndx As Long
Dim Sector As New SectorOfShortSectors()
Dim SectorNo As Long
Dim SectorLen As Long
Dim SectorEntries As Long
Dim ndx As Long
SectorLen = 512
SectorEntries = 8
ReDim SSStream.ShortSector(SectorEntries - 1)
SSndx = 0
SectorNo = Directory(0).FirstSector
Do While SectorNo >= 0
Seek(FileNo, (SectorNo + 1) * SectorLen + 1)
FileGet(FileNo, Sector)
With SSStream
For ndx = LBound(Sector.ShortSector) To UBound(Sector.ShortSector)
.ShortSector(SSndx + ndx) = Sector.ShortSector(ndx)
Next
SSndx += SectorEntries
ReDim Preserve .ShortSector(UBound(.ShortSector) + 8)
End With
SectorNo = SAT(SectorNo)
Loop
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End Sub
Sub DecompressContainer(ByRef CompressedContainer() As Byte, ByRef Compndx As Long,
ByRef DeCompressedData() As Byte)
' Influenced by:
https://www.codeproject.com/Articles/28314/Reading-and-Writing-to-Raw-Disk-Sectors and
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/office/gg615596(v=office.14).aspx
' This routine receives a Stream as a byte array, and an index into it, which
points to the start of a Compressed Container. The routine must be passed an empty byte array, which
it will resize and fill with decompressed data.
Dim Decompndx As Long
Dim DecompLen As Long
Dim ChunkHeader As Long
Dim ChunkSignature As Long
Dim ChunkFlag As Long
Dim ChunkSize As Long
Dim ChunkEnd As Long
Dim BitFlags As Byte
Dim Token As Long
Dim BitCount As Long
Dim BitMask As Long
Dim CopyLength As Long
Dim CopyOffset As Long
Dim ndx As Long
Dim ndx2 As Long
Dim PowerOf2(0 To 16) As Long
' Overflowexception errors can happen. To avoid them,
pre-calculate the values and index into the resulting array
PowerOf2(0) = 1
For ndx = 1 To UBound(PowerOf2)
PowerOf2(ndx) = PowerOf2(ndx - 1) * 2
Next
Do

' Once per chunk

If DeCompressedData Is Nothing Then
ReDim DeCompressedData(0 To 4095)
Decompndx = 0
Else
ReDim Preserve DeCompressedData(UBound(DeCompressedData) + 4096)
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End If
' The 16-bit chunk header contains the length of the chunk, and four flag
bits. The high order bit is a flag, 0 = uncompressed and 1 = compressed (see Result section). If the
chunk signature doesn’t have a value of three (0b011), then the chunk can be invalid
ChunkHeader = CompressedContainer(Compndx) + 256 * CompressedContainer(Compndx
+ 1)
Compndx += 2
ChunkSize = (ChunkHeader And &HFFF)
ChunkEnd = Compndx + ChunkSize
ChunkSignature = (ChunkHeader And &H7000) \ &H1000&
ChunkFlag = (ChunkHeader And &H8000) \ &H8000&
If ChunkFlag = 0 Then
' A simple loop that copies a byte at a time.
For ndx2 = 0 To 4095
DeCompressedData(Decompndx + ndx2) = CompressedContainer(Compndx + ndx2)
Next ndx2
Compndx += 4096
Decompndx += 4096
Else
Do
BitFlags = CompressedContainer(Compndx)
Compndx += 1
For ndx = 0 To 7
If Compndx > ChunkEnd Then Exit Do
If (BitFlags And PowerOf2(ndx)) = 0 Then
DeCompressedData(Decompndx) = CompressedContainer(Compndx)
Compndx += 1
Decompndx += 1
Else
Token = CompressedContainer(Compndx) + CompressedContainer(Compndx +
1) * 256&
Compndx += 2
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DecompLen = Decompndx Mod 4096
For BitCount = 4 To 11
If DecompLen <= PowerOf2(BitCount) Then Exit For
Next BitCount
BitMask = PowerOf2(16) - PowerOf2(16 - BitCount)
CopyOffset = (Token And BitMask) \ PowerOf2(16 - BitCount) + 1
BitMask = PowerOf2(16 - BitCount) - 1
CopyLength = (Token And BitMask) + 3
For ndx2 = 0 To CopyLength - 1
DeCompressedData(Decompndx + ndx2) = DeCompressedData(Decompndx CopyOffset + ndx2)
Next ndx2
Decompndx += CopyLength
End If
Next
Loop
End If

' Literal Token or Copy Token
' Token

' Was chunk compressed?

If Compndx > UBound(CompressedContainer) Then Exit Do
Loop
ReDim Preserve DeCompressedData(0 To Decompndx - 1)

End Sub
End Class
End Module
'================================END OF THE PROCESSING
========================================
'PHP code, separate from the vb.net code above. Can be used to extract
embedded files. Influenced by:
http://programming.kilanbot.com/index.php/programming/23116-How-to-extract-textfrom-word-file-docdocxxlsxpptx-php
$filename = 'ypue file';
if ( file_exists($filename) ) {
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if ( ($fh = fopen($filename, 'r')) !== false ) {
$headers = fread($fh, 0xA00);
$n1 = ( ord($headers[0x21C]) - 1 );
$n2 = ( ( ord($headers[0x21D]) - 8 ) * 256 );
$n3 = ( ( ord($headers[0x21E]) * 256 ) * 256 );
$n4 = ( ( ( ord($headers[0x21F]) * 256 ) * 256 ) * 256 )
$textLength = ($n1 + $n2 + $n3 + $n4);
$extracted_plaintext = fread($fh, $textLength);
echo nl2br($extracted_plaintext);
print_r(extract_from($extracted_plaintext));
}
}
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